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Audrey and her three closest friends from 
West Haven, Connecticut have always 
gotten together on the first Saturday of the 
month. They have shared life’s highs and 
lows, but nothing has challenged them like 
the upcoming year will. Christine must 
confront a crisis with her teenage son, 
Morgan must make decisions about her 
career goals, Emma’s dreams of 
motherhood seem over, and at 35, 
recently-divorced Audrey has just found 
that she has cancer. What follows is an 
account of an enduring friendship in a 
world where sometimes things happen 
when you least expect them and the only 
way to triumph over misfortune is with the 
help of good friends. 

Published October, 2002 - Quiet Storm Publishing
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Sample of workshops offered:Sample of workshops offered:

�� Writing Your NovelWriting Your Novel
�� Journaling Your HistoryJournaling Your History

�� The Business of Freelance The Business of Freelance 
WritingWriting

… and many other courses available for individuals and 
businesses. 
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I will read your manuscript I will read your manuscript 
and advise you as to its and advise you as to its 

publishing viability, report publishing viability, report 
on any problems I see. I on any problems I see. I 
can then find you a copy can then find you a copy 
editor who will work with editor who will work with 

you to ready your you to ready your 
manuscript for that agent manuscript for that agent 

or publisher.or publisher.
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�� Do you have questions about Do you have questions about 
writing or publishing? writing or publishing? 

�� Maybe you want an agent, but have Maybe you want an agent, but have 
no idea how to find one. no idea how to find one. 

�� How do you write a query? How do you write a query? 
�� What IS a query? What IS a query? 

I will answer all of the writing and I will answer all of the writing and 
publishing questions you have. publishing questions you have. 
With over 10 years of freelance With over 10 years of freelance 
writing experience and one writing experience and one 
published novel, I am qualified to published novel, I am qualified to 
send you in the right direction. send you in the right direction. 
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Military Spouse MagazineMilitary Spouse Magazine

Log Home Design Ideas MagazineLog Home Design Ideas Magazine

Working Mother MagazineWorking Mother Magazine

Connections MagazineConnections Magazine

City of West Haven, CTCity of West Haven, CT

4 Military 4 Military Families.comFamilies.com

eCardica.comeCardica.com

Moi Music Moi Music 

Travel Networking MarketsTravel Networking Markets

Prevent Breast Prevent Breast Cancer.comCancer.com

Radiology Administrator's Compliance & Reimbursement Insider NewRadiology Administrator's Compliance & Reimbursement Insider Newslettersletter

Healthcare Auditing Strategies NewsletterHealthcare Auditing Strategies Newsletter
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